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SUMMARY 
Problems of elasticity usually require solution of certain partial 
differential equations with given "boundary conditions. Only in the case 
of simple "boundaries can these equations "be treated in a rigorous manner. 
Approximate methods must "be used "when rigorous solutions cannot "be ob-
tained, the most common method "being the replacing of differential equa-
tions "by finite difference equations. A method of approximate solution 
"by use of polynomials is presented and compared "with the finite differ-
ence method for the same net size. The approximate polynomial method 
is then applied to the problem of the "wide cantilever plate "with a con-
centrated load at the center of the free edge. 
The finite difference method was used in an article by D, C. Holl 
(l) to obtain the deflections and internal bending moments in the wide 
cantilever plate problem mentioned above. Various inconsistencies in 
the equations written, and in the results obtained, have been noted, 
The main inconsistency is that the solution presented does not satisfy 
the system of equations shown, nor does it satisfy the system of equations 
obtained by eliminating the various apparent errors contained in the 
equations. This inconsistency is discussed in Chapter II, and a finite 
difference solution with Holl's apparent errors eliminated is obtained 
as solution one; the values of maximum deflection and maximum internal 
bending moment are somewhat less than the; values shown in Holl's solution. 
Neither Holl's results nor those of solution one appear to be reasonably 
accurate by comparison with the exact solution for an infinitely wide 
cantilever plate as obtained by C. ¥. MacGregor (2)* The major apparent 
inaccuracy is that Holl's results and those of solution one indicate 
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values of maximum internal bending moment which are two and five percent, 
respectively, less than MacGregor's value. 
The appropriate polynomial method of solution of problems in elast 
icity is presented in Chapter III. A general equation of a polynomial 
with the values of the desired unknowns at various net points on the 
elastic plate is written; the derivatives of the polynomial as required 
by the problem, evaluated at the net points, are used to form a sys-
tem of linear equations which is solved for the values of the unknowns, 
This method is used to obtain an approximate solution to several simple 
problems of elastic plate bending^ the exact solutions of which are 
known; it is shown that the method yields more accurate results than the 
finite difference method, except for certain cases where the two methods 
are equivalent* 
The problem of the wide cantilever plate with a concentrated load 
at the center of the free edge is solved by the approximate polynomial 
method in Chapter IV; the net size used is the same as that of Holl and 
solution one. A value of maximum internal "bending moment which exceeds 
MacGregor's result by 33 per cent is obtained; this result seems to be 
more reasonable than that obtained by the finite difference method* 
Table 3 and. Figures k and 5 present a comparison of the results obtained 
by the various methods at the net points, 
It is concluded that the approximate polynomial method of solu-
tion gives more accurate results than the finite difference method for 
a given net size. It is recommended that the possibility of obtaining 
the approximate solutions to other problems involving ordinary or 
partial differential equations "by use of this approximate polynomial 
method "be investigated. High speed digital computers can "be used to 





The general theory of elasticity is concerned "with stresses and 
strains in elastic "bodies; literature covering the subject is extensive. 
It is stated "by Timoshenko and Goodier (3) that "We have seen that the 
problems of elasticity usually require solution of certain partial dif-
ferential equations -with given "boundary conditions. Only in the case 
of simple "boundaries can these equations "be treated in a rigorous man-
ner*" The text following states that approximate methods must be used 
when rigorous solutions cannot be obtained and mentions as one such 
method the replacing of differential equations by finite difference 
equations. This will henceforth be referred to as the "finite differs . 
ence" method. 
It is stated (k) that in order to increase the accuracy of the 
finite difference method, finer and finer nets must be used. This 
increases the number of equations "which must be solved to the point 
"where the solution of the system of equations eventually becomes im-
practical. Methods of successive approximation (^), including R« V. 
Southwell's relaxation method (5), c a n ^e used. However, development 
of digital computers and use of them to find the inverses of large ma-
trices is presently such that the solutions to large systems of equations 
can be found "with a relatively small amount of time and effort, as com-
pared with that which would be required by a successive approximation 
method• 
2 
Examples shown in the literature (6) (7) are solved with reasony-
at>le accuracy by the finite difference method, A solution "by this method 
of the problem of a wide cantilever plate with a concentrated load at 
the center of the free edge was presented in an article "by D» C. Holl (l) 
in 1937* The article contains inconsistencies, the main one being that 
the results presented do not satisfy the system of equations as given, 
or as corrected for apparent errors. Solutions to a corrected system 
of equations, and to a slightly modified system, were obtained using a 
digital computer as solutions one and two, Neither solution seems to 
be consistent with what would be expected in several respects• The exact 
solution of this problem is not known, 
An approximate solution by use of polynomials with undetermined 
coefficients is next presented; it is shown to be more accurate than the 
finite difference method for a given net size except for certain cases 
in which the two methods are equivalent. This polynomial method is then 
applied to the cantilever plate problem, and is shown to give results 




FINITE DIFFERENCE SOLUTIONS 
Figure 1 is a reproduction of Figure 1 of the article "by D» C# 
Holl (l)» Holl's system of finite difference equations appear on pages 
20 through 2h of the appendix. Several apparent errors have "been noted, 
of which two appear to "be typographical* The major apparent error is 
that the thirty-two of thirty-nine values of unknowns presented "by Holl 
do not satisfy the system of thirty-nine equations. Twenty -six equa-
tions, those of groups [1], [3], [4], [6] and. [7] do not involve the 
other seven unknowns, and are satisfied to a good degree of accuracy "by 
the thirty-two values presented "by Holl; however, values of the seven 
remaining unknowns obtained from seven of the remaining thirteen equa-
tions , when combined with Holl's thirty-two values, do not satisfy the 
remaining six equations• The values shown in Holl's article are not, 
then, thirty-two of the thirty-nine values of the unknowns which satisfy 
the system of equations, 
The solution to the system of equations corrected for apparent 
errors was obtained using a digital computer. The value of Poisson's :. 
ratio was set equal to three tenths, as in Holl's solution, and the con-
stants shown on the next page were substituted in the equations to permit 
solution "by digital computer. 
h 
a = 2 
\ « a/2 = 1 
N = Eh5/l2(l-V2) « 105 
P =* 250 
This resulted in the system of equations shewn on pages 28 and:29 of the appen-
dix^ which appear in the same order as Holl's equations. The solution to 
this system of equations, and the check on the accuracy of the solution, 
is shown on pages 30 and 31 of the appendix* Coefficients calculated 
from this solution and corresponding to those shown "by Holl are presented 
as solution one in Tahle 3 on page 68 • It may he seen that the values 
of the unknowns are significantly different, and that the deflections at 
points B and C are in fact of opposite sign to those shown "by Holl* The 
following statements are made on page 8 of Holl's article, and make ref-
erence to an exact solution "by G* ¥* MacGregor (2) for an infinitely wide 
plate: 
The maximum deflection under the load point is w » 0*18733 
Pa /N which exceeds MacGregor's results "by 12 per cent. The 
result of the special study in the Appendix of w » .17902 
Pa /N is only 7 per cent greater than MacGregor's results* 
. • * * The maximum moment at the clamped edge nearest the 
load point.shows a difference of only 2 per cent from MacGregor's 
results. However, the max, moment in the finite length of 
cantilever plate is actually smaller than in the infinite 
length, which perhaps is due to a better distribution at other 
points along the clamped edge. 
It does not seem reasonable that the maximum moment would actually be two 
per cent less. As may be seen from Table 3> noting that M ~ U at point 
8 "because a" w/a> = 0 , the values of maximum deflection and moment of 
solution one are somewhat less than the values presented "by Holl* This 
observation, plus the fact that the deflections at points B and C are in 
5 
the wrong direction, lead to the conclusion that the finite difference 
solution to the problem is not very accurate for the net size used, 
A "better finite difference solution, with the same net size, is 
one in which the deflection at net point E, ¥„> is not assumed equal to 
Hi 
zero, as was assumed by Holl and solution one* The last equation of 
group [6] then "becomes 
(2w_ + wjN » - U A2 
v B E' a 
and t h e l a s t equa t ion of group [8] "becomes 
U — U 
JL i +
 N ( \ - V ) (2w - w - 2w + w - w ) =* 0 
2A 2A5 F G 1 a E 
The additional equation required to make a system of forty equations in 
forty unknowns is obtained by setting My equal to zero at net point A. 
The equations of Holl's group [7] represent this condition, or the simi-
lar condition involving Mx, at the other boundary net points. The finite 
difference equation representing this condition at point A is as follows: 
N(l - v)2wB = -UaA
2 
With employment of the same constants as for solution one, the solution 
to this system of equations was obtained using a digital computer. The 
solution and the check on the accuracy are shown on pages 32, and 33 • 
Coefficients calculated from this solution and corresponding to those of 
Holl are shown as solution two in Table 3 on page 68, It may be seen 
that the values of the coefficients for maximum deflection and moment, 
which is equal to Un as before, have increased and the coefficients for 
6 
deflection at points B and C have become less negative. These facts indi-
cate that solution two is "better than solution one, "but still not very-
close to what might "be expected "by comparison with the values of MacGregor's 
infinitely wide plate, and frcm the fact that all deflection coefficients 
should logically be positive. 
Holl's unstated assumption that w is zero can be seen to be justi-
fied only to the extent that w is small compared to most of the other 
ill 
net point deflections, and the assumption that it is zero has only a rer 




The expression used for the second derivative, in the application 
of the method of finite differences, is identical to the expression for 
the second derivative at any point on a parabola in terms of the ordinates 
of the parabola at the point in question and an equally spaced point on 
either side. This statement is also true of a third order polynomial, 
but not of a fourth or higher order polynomial. Proof of this statement 
for the parabola and third order polynomial may be found on pages 35 and 
36 of the appendix. 
Therefore, any problem involving only differential equations 
which are second derivatives of second or third order polynomials can 
be solved exactly by the method of finite differences. Net size will 
not, then, affect the accuracy of the values of the unknowns obtained. 
See, for instance, Timoshenko's (8) example of the uniformly loaded, 
long, rectangular plate. The differential equations involved are 
^ M _ c)2y M 
dx2 dx D 
The solution for the moment equation yields the second order polynomial 
M « ^ x ,B£ 
2 2 
and the finite difference solution for the values of moment are there-
fore exact, as shown. The deflection equation is the fourth order 
polynomial 
q X 3 2 3 
w = (a^ - 2ax + x ) 
2̂-D 
and the finite difference solution for the values of w is therefore only 
approximate, as shown. 
The fact that the accuracy of the finite difference solution of 
this problem for values of bending moment is not affected by net size 
can be illustrated as follows. Let the net size of the problem be four 
times as large, i.e. Ax = a/2, and let Mi again be the moment at the 
middle of the span and M. the moment at the ends. The finite difference 
equation for 
AHVl/Ax = - q 
i s 
2 
Mr - 2M, + M. = -2M, = - q ~ 
0 4 0 ^ k 
rj 
The value of Mi is therefore qa /8, which is identical with the value 
shown on page 183 of Timoshenko's (8) example. 
The exact answer for w at the net points, as well as for M, can 
be obtained using the derivatives of a fourth or higher order polynomial, 
since the known solution for w is a fourth order polynomial. A symmet-
rical sixth order polynomial, for instance* will yield the exact values 
of w and M at the middle and at two net points on either side. Figure 2 
illustrates the location of the net points, and the coefficients of the 
polynomial are calculated on pages 37 through hO of the appendix, and are 
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shown "with the sixes shifted and "with a lowest common denominator in Table 5> 
page 70. The polynomial equations at net points 3> 2 and 1 for the equa-
tion 
dfyd 2 x = -q 
are 
-2^5/90 M + 270/90 M2 - 27/90 M 1 m -qa
2/36 
200/180 M - 405/180 M + 216/180 M 1 = -qa
2/36 
235/90 M - 270/90 M - 27/90 M 1 = -qa
2/36 
The solution to this system of equations is 
M1 = 5/72' qa
2, M^ » l/9 qa2, M * l/8 qa2 
The polynomial equations at net points 3> 2 and 1 for the equation 
d2w/dx2 = -M/D 
are 
-2^5/90 w + 270/90 w 2 - 27/90 ̂  = -(a
2/36)(qa2/8D) 
200/180 w - 405/l80 w + 216/180 w « -(a2/36)(qa2/^(D) 
235/90 v - 270/90 w2- 27/90 w 1 = -(a
2/36)(5 qa2/72D) 
The solution to this system of equations is 
w1 t. 405 qa
4 / (4 l6) ( l44 D), ^2 = 97 qa
4 /729(l2 D), 
w = 5 qa /384 D 
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Evaluating the equation for w shown on page 8 at x equal to a/2, the 
value of deflection at the middle obtained is the same as that shown 
above for w,. The value of 53*3 N for w., the midpoint deflection, shown 
3 4 
on page 184 of Timoshenko1s (8) example is equivalent to the (5/384) qa /D 
value. The value of M , the moment at the midpoint obtained above, can 
be seen to be the same exact value as previously obtained. The values 
of M and v at x equals a/6 and a/3 are also exact, as may be verified 
from the respective equations. 
The polynomial method of approximate solution "will yield more 
accurate answers than the finite difference method for a given net size 
for all problems "which have for a solution a polynomial of- fourth order 
or higher, as shown on the previous pages, and also for problems the 
solution to which is not a polynomial of finite order n, as will be 
shown in the rest of this chapter. 
The solution to the problem of the simply supported, uniformly 
loaded plate is of this latter type. Equation 126 in Timoshenko (9) 
is the "exact" solution for the deflection at any point on the plate, 
assuming small deflections. The finite difference approximate solution 
of this problem with a net size of a/k is shown in Timoshenko (10)» The 
partial differential equation for plate deflection is shown as equation 
101 in Timoshenko (ll), and this equation written as two equations, by 
defining M as shown on page 20f is also shown (12). These equations 
are reproduced on pages 40 and hi of the appendix. For any plate pro-
blem, these equations must be satisfied at interior plate points* For 
the finite difference solution of the simply supported, uniformly loaded 
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plate problem, these equations must "be satisfied at interior net points, 
and M and w must be zero at the "boundaries. 
The finite difference solution with a net size of a/6 is more 
accurate. Figure 3 shows the coordinates and designation of the net 
points. Pages ho and hi of the appendix show the finite difference 
equations written at the various net points, giving a system of twelve 
equations in twelve unknowns. Assigning the values indicated to q, a 
and D , the solution shown on page ^1 was obtained using a digital com-
puter . 
The polynomial solution with the same net size of a/6 is more 
accurate yet. This solution requires coefficients for a symmetrical 
sixth order polynomial, which is the same as that used previously on 
page 9 for the example of the uniformly loaded, long rectangular plate. 
Pages ^2 and kj of the appendix show the polynomial difference equations 
at the various net points* The same values for the quantities q, a and 
D as used in the finite difference solution were substituted in these 
equations and solution by digital computer was again obtained, with the 
results shown on page 4 3. 
The value of maximum deflection, computed more accurately than the 
value given by Timoshenko (9)> is a s follows: 
k k h 
w = _ 2 _ S ^ _ i L £^(0.68562 - .00025+ . . . ) 
m a X * 384 D TT5 D 
h h 
= .00^0623 ^ - = .0H36 5S-
.3 D Eh-
Table h shows the comparison of the three approximate values for 
maximum deflection and moment with the more exact values obtained from 
12 
Timoshenko (9); it can be seen that the polynomial solution is the most 
accurate of the three approximations. 
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CHAPTER IV 
POLYNOMIAL SOLUTION OF 
CANTILEVER PLATE FROELEM 
With the same net size, a polynomial solution of the problem of 
the tending of a cantilever plate "by a concentrated edge load can be ex-
pected to be more accurate than the finite difference solution as at-
tempted by Holl (l) and as carried out in Chapter II. The coefficients 
of a symmetrical sixth order and tenth order polynomial are required in 
order to be able to write the polynomial equivalents of the differential 
equations at the various net points. The- coefficients of the sixth order 
polynomial have been used in Chapters II and III and those of the tenth 
order polynomial are calculated on pages kk through k$ of the appendix. 
It can be seen that the coefficients for the symmetrical sixth 
and tenth order polynomials on pages 39, ̂ 8 and ̂ 9 have the symmetry and 
anti-symmetry that would be expected for the first and second derivatives 
of symmetrical functions and that the first derivative is zero at the 
value of x about which the function is symmetrical. 
The coefficients are shown in Tables 5 and 6 with the symmetry 
shifted to the origin, about which the symmetry exists for the problem 
under consideration, and with all coefficients expressed with the lowest 
common denominator at any given value of x0 This facilitates the writing 
of the system of equations. 
The polynomial difference equations are derived on pages 50 through 
62 of the appendix. Each equation corresponds to the noted equation of 
Ik 
Holl's system of equations with w not assumed zero, and a fortieth 
equation is added on page 57 after the seven equations corresponding to 
Holl's group [7]* This equation, which sets My equal to zero at net 
point A, is similar to the others of group [7]. See page 55 • These 
equations, then., correspond to those of the better finite difference 
solution mentioned on pages 5 through 6 . A Poisson's ratio of three 
tenths is again used, and the same consteints as were used in Chapter II 
are substituted in the equations to permit solution by digital computer. 
The quantities WQ, w , w,-, w , w and Up are shown in the equations as 
they would be in a general case, but for the specific solution of this 
cantilever plate problem, they are set equal to zero; the deflections 
at the waill are zero for the coordinate system chosen, and U is pro-
portional to the sum of the quantities Mx and My, as shown on page 20, 
with Timoshenko's notation, both of which are zero at the corner point C. 
The polynomial difference equations corresponding to Holl's 
group [8] are somewhat more difficult to derive than the others. As 
shown on pages 23 and 2k it is necessary to write a first partial de-
rivative of a second partial derivative. This is accomplished on pages 
57 through 62 by treating the entire expression for second derivative 
at a net point as the quantities U and w have been previously treated, 
and applying the proper coefficients for the first derivatives to the 
entire expressions for the second derivatives. 
The system of forty equations in forty unknowns thus obtained 
was solved by use of a digital computer, as before. The values of the 
unknowns, the values computed by substituting the Values of the unknowns 
in the equations, and the right hand sides of the equations are shown 
15 
on pages 63 and 64 In floating point form, exactly as printed out "by the 
computer. It can "be seen that the solution obtained is not as exact 
as the other solutions obtained with the computer; this is due to the 
fact that the equations contain coefficients with as many as eight 
significant figures, "which is the maximum number the computer can he 
given, and the internal calculations of the computer, for the program 
used,:are only accurate to eight or nine significant figures in the de-
cimal system. The maximum error of the solution, comparing the error 
in the right hand side of an equation "with the minimum absolute value 
of the numbers, coefficients times values of the unknowns, which add 
together to give the right hand side, is about 7 1/2 per cent for the 
equation corresponding to the first of Holl's group [8], "based on the 
number involving w . The next largest error, computed in this manner, 
11 
is about 2 l/2 per cent for the next equation, again based on the number 
involving w . No other equation has an error, computed in this manner, 
of as much as one percent, and the error of most is much less. 
The values of the unknowns, converted to the coefficient form of 
Holl's results, are presented as solution three in Table 3j page 68. 
It can be seen that the maximum value of w of .24683 Pa /N exceeds 
MacGregor's (2) results by 47 per cent, and that the value of maximum 
Mx, at point 8, which is equal to UQ, exceeds MacGregor's results by 33 
per cent; also, the deflections wp and w are in the expected direction. 
These results seem more reasonable than the finite difference method re-
sults discussed on pages 5 and 6̂  and seem to indicate that for this 
problem, as with the problems in Chapter III, the polynomial solution 
is more accurate than the finite difference solution for a given net size. 
CHAPTER V 
CONCLUSIONS 
The method of finite differences, -with the net size used "by Holl 
and in Chapter II, does not give reasonably accurate results for the 
problem of the elastic cantilever plate with a width twice the length 
and a concentrated load applied at the center of the free edge, 
The method of solution "by polynomial gives a more accurate solu-
tion of elastic plate problems, for a given net size, than the method of 
finite differences except for certain simple problems in which the two 
methods are equivalent. 
The method of solution by polynomials, as applied to the problem 
of the elastic cantilever plate mentioned in the first paragraph above, 
yields a more accurate solution than the finite difference method for 




The method of approximate solution "by polynomials can be used to 
obtain solutions to any desired degree of accuracy for problems involving 
ordinary or partial differential equations. This can be accomplished by 
determining the coefficients for polynomials with as high an order as de-
sired, and using them to form a system of equations as was done in Chapters 
III and IV. It is only recently, with the development of high speed com-
puters, that this method has become practical to use because of the large 
size of the system of equations, and the large number of significant 
figures in the coefficients, required for the solution of a problem not 
more easily obtained in some other way. Future development of even 
faster digital computers than the IBM "JOk, and programming of them to 
obtain the highest possible accuracy in the solution of systems of linear 
equations, will permit the use of polynomials of increasingly higher 
order in obtaining solutions to problems, 
18 
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APPEIOIX 
The equations shown "below are the general partial differential 
equations, as shown in Timoshenko (ll) (12) for "bending of rectangular 
elastic plates "by lateral loads. 
,Yd2v aV\ __ /d2w b%\ 
.2 
Mxy « - Myx a D(l - v) 
d'w 
dxcly 
d y o w o y J. 
dx dx dy dy D 
If, for a particular case, a solution of the equation immediately above 
can "be found that satisfies the conditions at the "boundary of the plate, 
the "bending and twisting moments can be calculated from the three pre-
ceding it* 
The fourth order equation above can be replaced by two equations 
of the second order by writing the fourth order equation in the following 
form: 
\Sx2 dy2) \ X2 h/J " to 
and observe that by adding the two expressions above for bending moment 
we have 
20 
Mx + My a -D(l + v)(~| + — | ) 
\dx by J 
Introducing the notation 
H = ̂ Li& = J¥* + ̂  , 
l + v VSx ^ / 
the following equations can he written,, which represent the preceding 
two equations: 
dSl f^M _ djr djr _ M 
dx2 + oy2 " "*' ox2 + dy2 " " D 
The quantity M is zero at a simply supported boundary because, for 
instance at an edge x » constant, the deflection is zero all along the 
p p 
edge and Mx « 0. Since the deflection is zero along the edge^ d w/dy = 0, 
and with this "being true,, the only way Mx can equal zero, as may "be seen 
p p 
from the equation for Mx, is for d w/dx to also he zero at the edge. 
This being true, the quantity M must also be zero. 
The system of equations appearing in the article by D. C. Holl 
is shown below. The equations at interior net points for the last 
equations shown above are 
lrtL - U - U - U - U = 0 [1] 
1 2 a B 5 
2 3 1 b 6 
4-U2 - U, - U - U ~ U^ = 0 
3 k 2 c 7 
4U,, ~ U ~ U, - U ~ U = 0 
4 3 3 d 8 
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lftj - U, - U.. - U = 0 
a ID 1 a 
k\J - U - U - U - U = 0 
TD C a 2 p 
4U - U^ - U, - U^ - Uy = 0 [ 2 ] 
c d ID 3 
4 U d " U c - Uc - \ - U6 " ° 
toE - v± - uF - uA = 0 
- U a " UG " UB " UD " ° 
p 
N(kw1 - w2 - wB - wa) = U^A 
N(W 2 - w - ŵ ^ - w^) = U2A
2 
N(W 5 - w^ - v 2 - wc) = Uy\
2 [3] 
o 
N(4w^ - v 5 - w^ - wd) = U^A 
N(4w - w, - w_ - w.. - v ) = U "A a ID C 1 a a 
P 
N(4w, - W - w - w - w 0 ) = U, A v
 ID C a 2 {3' ID 
P 
U ( W - W - ¥ v - ¥ , - ¥ ) = U A [k] 
x c d ID 3 7 c 
p 
N(W. - w - v - Wi - v J = U i , d c c 4 5 d 
2 
N(4vB - WX - WF - WC ) « U£A 
N(WC - v a - vG - vD - wF) - 0 
The earner c o n d i t i o n , corresponding t o the t w i s t i n g moment "being 
ze ro , which Hol l l a t e r s t a t e s t o "be a redundant relat ion^"being equ iva l en t 
t o two o the r e q u a t i o n s , i s as fo l lows : 
Wa + WF " w l - W H = ° [ 5 ] 
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The equations at the v a i l ne t p o i n t s f o r the third equa t ion shown on page 20 
are 
2wnN a - UJ\ 
1 ? 
2w N » - U^V 
2 6 
2w_N = - U_V 
3 T 
2w^N « - UgA2 
2 w J » - U V 
[6] 
Along the f r e e edge x = a, the two r e l a t i o n s 
2 / d 2 v d2w\ 
m w s - U and Mx « - N — I + v—gW 0 y i e l d 
\ £ x dy y 
N( l - V) 7 - ^ ft 
dy' 
- U edge 
S i m i l a r l y along the f ree edges y = ± 2a 
N ( 1 - v ) g = . U e d g e i 
These conditions along the edges x = a, and y = ± 2a yield the following: 
N(l - v)(2W& - vb - wc 
N(l - v)(2w - v - w D c a 
N(l - v)(2w - w, - w, v /v c d h 
N(l - v)(2w, - 2w 
N(l - v)(2wB - wc 









^ C " WD " WB " ° 
The last of Holl's equations represent the condition that the 
shear and twisting moment he zero at the free edge. The equations for 
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shear at a free edge are 
oMyx . oMx 





D — &; + ' ^ E 
SyU 2 +Sy 2 . 
as shown in Timofchenko (11). It Is also shown In Timoshenko (13) that 
the joint requirement concerning twisting moment Mxy and shearing force 
Qx along a free edge x = a is 
oMxy\ 
Vx = Qx -
ŷ 
= 0 
fx = a 
Substituting the equations for Qx ahove and for Mxy, as shown on page 19, 
the following results: 
Vx = Q ~ -D <-~ I — * + — ^ ] 
X̂ \bx2 by2J by 
/ \ O W 
x̂c>y 
This may he rewritten^ using Hollas notation instead of Timoshenko ss 
as follows; 
ox ox \Q5y 7 
The corresponding equation may also he written for the edgeB y = ±2a, 
Hollas last group of equations represent this condition. 
!L1̂  + M 1 ^ V 1 ( 2 W R . 2 W -ar.'-ar,)-^ 
2A 
UA - U 
2A' '6 7 k y A 
1 + Ni
1 - v) (2*7 - w & - w p - 2w3 + w^ + w 2) 
2A 2A5 
= 0 
£ 2 N(l - v) frw ^ v + — , (2w - w - w ~ 2w + w + w ) = 
2A 2A^ P 7 d ^ 
[8] 
2k 
U - U, a 1 N(l - v) ,- _ N 
+ — 5 — - (2w - w - w - 2w + w + w ) = 0 
2?\ 2 V a P u -L ^ ii tQ-
U^ - U. 
2A 2A 
D B N(l - v) /_ . v 
-, -, + , ,x y (2w - w - w - 2w + "w + w ) = 0 
v D a H B 1 F ; 
U Q - U a + HJi-vl (2vfe . w? . . » + v + v j „ o 
2A 2A5 G F H a X a' 
V^.Sti^c ) = 0 
2A 2A3 F G 1 a 
The twenty six equations mentioned on page 3 are satisfied by the thirty-
two unknowns presented by Holl to the extent shown below* The coeffi-
cients for U in groups [3]J[6] and [7] are divided by four because 
A = a/2, and the coeffients for w are in terms of a, as shown in Table 3-
Poisson's ratip equals three tenths. The w term in the last equation of 
group [4] has been replaced by w to correct one of Holl's apparent errors, 
Jo 
Note that substitution of w would cause the equation to be not satisfied. 
if (-.086 34) + .13089 + .039 + .0491*8 + .12600 = .00001 
4(-.13089) + .15847 + .08634 + .05205 + .22672 m .00002 
4(-.15847) + .13091 + .13089 - .00143 + .37352 « .00001 [l] 
4(-.13091) + .15847 + .15847 - .29002 + .49672 a 0. 
4(.01575) - .02834 - .00624 - .04993 + .08634/4 * .000075 
4(.02834) - .04669 - .01575 - .08364 + .13089/4 = .0000025 
4(.04669) - .06209 - .02834 - .13594 + .15847/4 « .0000075 [3] 
4(.06209) - .04669 - «04669 - .18773 + .13091/4 =-.0000225 
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4( .04993) - .08364 - .03015 - .01575 - .07993 + .039A = 0 [4] 
4(.08364) - .13594 - .04993 - .02834 - .13336 + .05205A = --0000025 
4(.13594) - .18773 - .08364 - .04669 - .22534 - .00143/4 = .0000025 
4(.18773) - .13594 - .13594 - .06209 - .34445 - .29002/4 = -.000005 
4(.00624)> .01575 + .00857 - .03015 + .04948/4 = 0 
4(.03015) - .04993 - .01037 - .05406 - .00624 = 0 
2(.01575) - .12600/4 = 0. 
2(.02834) - .22672/4 = 0. 
2(.04669) - .37352/4 = 0. [6] 
2(.06209) - .49672/4 = 0. 








,04993) - .7(.08364) - .7(.03015) + .039/4 = -.000001 
.08364) - .7(.13594) - .7(.04993) + .05205/4 = -.0000005 
.13594) - ,7(.18773) - .7(.08364) - .00143/4 = -.0000005 [7] 
.18773) - i.4(.13594) - .29002/4 = .000001 
.00624) - ,7(.03015) + .04948/4 = .00001 
.03015) ~ .04993 - .01037 = 0. 
.03015) - .05406 - .00624 = 0. 
The seven unknowns not presented by Ho11 (l) in his article can 
be solved for by using his equations of group [8], each of which contains 
only one of the unknowns. The first equation is written with a + 2w 
instead of a - 2w to correct another apparent error. Again, substitu-
tion of a/2 for ?\ is needed to make the equations dimensionally correct 
when the coefficients are substituted. 
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U = (2.0 + U, - 5*6^5 + 5*6v + 5«6v, - 5*6w ) 




' U.. - 5-6v + 2.8wc + 2.8w + 5.6w-, - 2.8w. - 2.8w_ 3 7 6 0 3 ^ 2 
["-.15847 - 5.6( .2253*0 + 2.8(.34445)+ 2.8( .13336) + 
5.6(.04669) - 2.8(.o62p9) - 2.8(.0283*0 P 
U0 - 5.6-w + 2.8v + 2.8w + 5.6w -2.8v^ - 2«8vn 2 p 7 a 2 3 1 
T-.13089 - 5.6(.13336) + 2.8(.2253*0 + 2.8(.07993) 
+ 5.6( .02834) - 2.8( . 0 ^ 6 9 ) - 2 . 8 ( .01575)1 P 
U a 3 U. - 5-6w + 2.8w. + 2.8WL + 5»6wn - 2.8vn - 2.8w_ l a j3 D 1 2 B 
= ["-,08634 - 5.6( .07993) + 2.8( .13336) + 2.8( .05406) 
+ 5.6(.01575) - 2.8(.02834) - 2.8(.00624) 
U_ = U_ - 5»6w_ + 2*8w + 2.8w.fc. + 5.6w_ - 2.dw1 - 2.8w„ u j i u ct n. a ± a 
=|-.04948 - 5.6(.05406) + 2.8(.07993) + 2.8(.07275) 
+ 5.6( .00624) - 2.8( .01575) - 2.8(-.00857)1 P 
UG = U - 5.6v_ + 2.8WL, + 2.8w„ + 5.6-w - 2.8vn - 2.8w 8 , u - J? xi SL J. Q 
-.03900 - 5.6(.01037) + 2.8(-.00857) + 2.8(.07275) 
+ 5.6(.04993) - 2.8(.01575) - 2.8(.07993)1 P 
u = U. - 5.6w„ + 2.8v + 5.6-w. - 2.8w I F G 1 1 




1.288314P, U = -.074246P, U = -.039078P, 
u a = -017796P 
.090128P. u_ = .094336P, U_ = -.060916P 
IT if 
With values for all thirty-nine unknowns available, the accuracy 
with which the remaining six equations of group [2] are satisfied is 
sttiown below. 
4u - U, - U, - U 
a b 1 a 
4(-«039) + .05205 + .08634 - (-.017796) P = .OOOI86P 
4-U, - U - U - U_ - UG b c a 2 £ 
4(-.05205) - .00143 + .039 + .13089 - (-.039078) 
k\J - U, - II - U7 - U c a b 3 7 
4( .00143) - .29002 + .05205 + .158^7 - (...074246) 
P = -.000662P 
P = .OOO466P 
4u, - 2U - u, - uR d c 4 5 
4(.29002) - 2(.00143) +.13091 - 1.288314 
- % - U l * " U F - U A 
4(-.04948) + .08634 - (-.060916) + .04992 
• - U a - U G - U B - U D 
-(-.039) - .094336 - (-.04948) - .090128 
p = -.000184P 
P -- -.000744P 
P = -.Q95984P 
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The system of equat ions mentioned on page 4 i s as fo l lows : 
4 U 1 - U2 " U 5 "
 U a - UB = ° 
- U l + ^ 2 -
 U
5 "
 U6 - Ub = ° 
„u2 + ku^ - u4 - u? - uc = o [i] 
-2U5 + to^ - U8 - Ud = 0 
-u., + to ~ IL ~ u = 0 
1 a b a 
-urt - u + to - u - u = 0 
2 a b c p 
-IT - U, + to - U - U = 0 [2] 
3 b c d 7 
"U4 - 2 U c + tod - U 8 " ° 
" U l " UA + % - UF " ° 
"Ua " UB - UD " UG " ° 
.001 Un + 4vn - v - -w - w_ = 0 1 1 2 a B 
,001 U - v + k\r - w - w, ~ 0 
,001 U^ - v n + Iw.. - w,, - w = 0 [3] 
3 2 3 4 c 
.001 Uj, - 2w + W, - ¥^ = 0 
4 3 4 d 
.001 U - v . + 4w - w, - w„ - w = 0 
a 1 a b C a 
.001 U, - "ŵ  - -w + to_ - w - w_ = 0 
ID 2 a ID c £ 
.001 IT: - v - v + 4w - w, - w = 0 [4] 
c 3 b c d 7 
.001 U, ~ w,, ~ 2w + W , - v = 0 
d 4 c d 5 
.001 UB - wx + 4wB - v c - v F = 0 
~ *a " VB
 + \ - VD - WG a ° 
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•001 U + 2w_ ~ 0 
5 -1-
.001 Ug + 2w = 0 
,001 U^ + 2w^ « 0 [6] 
7 3 
.001 U0 + 2w, = 0 o 4 
.001 U. + 2w_ = 6 A B 
.001 U + 1.4w - .7w. - .7v0 = 0 a a h C 
.001 U, * .7w + l . W . - .7w = 0 
ID ' a h C 
.001 U - ,7w_ + l . W - . 7 ^ = 0 [7] 
C D C O . 
.001 U - l.kvr + l . W ^ = 0 
d c d 
.001 UB + l . W g - -7^ c * 0 
' ^ + 2 W C " \ = 0 
' VB + ^ C - V D = ° 
- U, + U + 1400 v , - 1400 v, - 1400 w + 1400 wc = 500 
4 5 3 4 7 & 
- U, + U + 700 vo - 1400 v_ + 700 V,, - 700:wfl-:-+ 1400 "W - 700 vc •= 0 
j J c. \) 4 p y o 
- tL + UQ + 700 w_ - 1400 w^ + 700 v - 700 w + 1400 vQ - 700 v = 0 [8] 
2 p l 2 3 a p 7 
- Un + U - 1400 wn + 700 v + 700 ^ - 700 v_ + 1400 v - 700 v = 0 
x C c _L 2 Jj JJ Q! p 
- XL, + U_ + 700 wn - 1400 w^ + 1400 -w-, - 700 v „ + 700 w - 700 v_ » 0 
J J - J J i . J3 D n r OL 
- U + U_ + 700 ¥n - 1400 v + 1400 w0 - 700 vTT - 700 vw - 700 w = 0 
a i i i. a G - n r CK 
- IL + U_ - 1400 w + 700 v - 700 w„ + 1400 w = 0 
i. if 1 a G- F 
The values of the unknowns, and the numbers obtained "by substituting 
the values of the unknowns into the equations as computed "by the digital 
computer, plus the magnitude of the right hand sides of the equations, 
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for the system of equations mentioned on page 4 and in the order pre-
sented on pages 28 and 29 , are shown "below and on the next page in 
floating point form. 
UUKNOWHS VALUES OF UNKNOWNS 
2-12^96263 
CHECK RHS OF EQUATIONS 
U l -5-70395630 0 
U2 
2-26191676 -5 43926479 0 
U 3 
2-35211816 -4-11510103 0 
\ 
2-29075010 -5-43215907 0 
U 5 
2-14237463 -5 19588319 0 
U6 2-^7803558 
-5 92679926 0 
U7 
2-88810905 -4 13682171 0 
U8 3-120903^1 -5-56319393 
0 
ua 1-59158299 -5 86912282 0 
\ 
1-92550478 - 5 49056563 0 
u 
c 
1 32303529 -7-45199367 0 
ua 2 75027033 -7-74809396 0 
UA 2 16442343 -7-31305436 
0 
UB 1-36400817 
-7 18515465 Q 
UD 1 52331052 -7-48850379 0 
UG 
2-18506428 -7 33012482 0 
UF 1 43228120 -7 17084078 0 
u 
a 1-19120099 
-7 74505806 0 
U
P 
l -8l430496 -7 42628982 0 
U 
7 
2-17638739 -8-76705424 0 
Uo 
3 32272244 -8-67737153 0 
w i -2 7H87314 -8-31350956 0 
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UBOOWN VALUES OF UNKNOWNS 
- 1 23901784 
CHECK RHS OF EQUATIONS 
W2 -8 16404593 
0 
W3 
„1 41+405452 -7 31880093 0 
\ - 1 60451693 -8-79566590 0 
"W 
a 
- 1 25290596 -8-3.8345392 0 
\ 
- 1 70274614 -8 2 3 7 ^ 0 1 1 0 
"W 
c 
1 2 8 ^ 0 1 4 -8 15268229 0 
w a 18207088 -7 12348220 0 
WB -2-822II699 
-8 97230788 0 
w c -1-11242242 -7-11896999 0 
WD -1-14263293 -8 17262873 0 
VG -1-25121131 
3 49999996 500 
WH 
-1-47775044 -4 13351440 0 
WF -1-58337697 
-4 24872480 0 
17 
a 
- 1 40927130 -6 10238382 0 
W
P 
11268100 -4-17865437 0 
w 
r 
21393928 -4-19152696 0 
v * 33584451 -4 15679868 0 
The equa t ions of t he system mentioned on pages 5 and 6 -which 
a re d i f f e r e n t from those shown on pages 28 and 29 a re shown "below* The 
l a s t equa t ion of group [6] becomes 
.001 Ufl + 2w^ + vi, .= 0 A B E 
The last equation of group [8] becomes 
- UL + U_ - 1400 v.. + 700..W - 700 vn + 1400 "Ŵ  - 700 w-n = 0 
A. i? -L a u- I1 iL 
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The additional equation for net point A, corresponding to the equations 
of group [7] for the other "boundary net points is 
- .001 U. - 1.4 w.- = 0 
A a 
The values of the unknowns and the check as computed "by the digital 
computer, and the right hand side of the equations for reference purposes} 
are shown "below and on the following pages. The additional equation is 
the thirty-third, right after the equations corresponding to Holl's group 
m-
UMNOWNS VALUES OP UTOTOWNS 
2-14245270 
CHECK RHS OF E< 
U ! -5 36725785 0 
U2 2-27437590 -5-39977387 0 
U3 2-36055078 -4-10772570 
0 
\ 2-2977556'i -5-43660103 0 
U5 
2-17461592 -5-17016139 0 
U6 2-49438473 -5 75410983 0 
U7 
2-89688242 -5-46941235 0 
\ 3-12153920 -4-37592189 0 
u 
a 
I-66425637 -5 31542516 0 
\ 1-99615255 -6-14253348 0 
U c 1 26811098 -7-36429175 0 
ua 2 74547143 -7-15305231 0 
UA 1 77953034 -7-11886520 0 
s 1-54393367 -8-11377099 0 
UD 1 62815938 -7-41973406 0 
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UNKNOWNS VALUES OF UNKNOWNS 
2-15307385 
CHECK RHS OF EQUATIONS 
UG -8-80507224 
0 
UF 1 58003098 
-7 85698508 0 
u a 1«2363^625 -7-22228185 0 
ue I -8H70657 -8 41607788 0 
U 
7 
2-17806077 -7 22003702 0 
U5 3 3226019^ 
-8 99826967 0 
W l -2 87307951 
-IO-3198IO51 0 
W2 - 1 24744238 
-9-31895630 0 
V 3 
*,1 H844120 -9 41829079 0 




- 1 29992288 -9-57626553 0 




I2991772 -7 11438976 0 
w a I8316568 -7-13193350 0 
WB 
-2-55680760 -9-17161339 0 
wc -2-33656721 -8 26236142 0 
WD *.2-ll632703 -8 68834585 
0 
WG -1-22198090 
- 8 38389680 0 
WH -1-36723636 





- 1 ^^-06969 - 4 51150259 0 




2l6l4038 - 5 12290482 0 
V 6 33751053 
- 4 19229124 0 
^TP ~2 33^08^78 -4-22143125 0 
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GENERAL DERIVATION OF POLYNOMIAL COEFFICIENTS 
Let y be a function of x and let y "be tabulated at various values 
of x, 'with x varying "by the constant value A so that 
x, = x + A. x^ = xn + A, etc. 
1 o ' 2 1 ' 
If y corresponds to x , y, to x,, and so on, successive differences in 
y, and successive differences of those differences can he denoted as 
shown in the table below, where ̂  equals (y_ - y ), a equals (y - y,), 
b1 = (ag - a 1), etc. 
X y 
0 0 a, 







"b~ 2 ri 






'•k y 4 
In order to get a formula for y in terms of x such that y = y 
when x = x • y = y, when x = xn. etc., it can be written that o 1 1 
y ^ AQ + (x - xQ)A1 + (x - X Q)(X - x^Ag 
+ (x - X Q)(X - x1)Cx - xg) A^ + . 
where 
Ao = V Al = al/A> A2 * V 2 ' A^ A3 = V 3 ' ̂  etC* 
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x 1 n - 1 y n - l 
y n " y n - l 
X y 
n 17 n y n + l " y n 
x i n+1 y n + l 
The proofs of the statements made on page 7 concerning the 
second derivative of a second and third order polynomial are shown "be-
low and on the next page for values of x spaced a distance A apart. 
x y a "b 
yn+l - ̂ n
 + yn-l 
Ao - rn-l'
 Al = (yn - yn-l)/A' A2 := (yn+l ~ ̂ n
 + ^ - l ^ 
7 * yn -L + (x - xn 2)
yn " yn-l + (x - xn ]_)(x - xn)
yn+l " ̂ n + yn-l 
X 2A2 
dy yn- " yn-l , , vyn+l " ̂ n + yn-l , yn+l " ̂ n + yn-l :SL s (x + x } + 2x s-
dx A 2A 2A 
d 2 y _ y n + l " 2 y n * y n ~ l 




n - 1 y n - l 
y n " Vl 
X y 
n 17 n y n + l - y n 
X n 
n+1 
y n + l 
yn+2 " y n + l 
Xr.t+2 yn+2 
y n + 1 - 2yn + y n _ 1 
yn+2 ' 2 y n + l + y n 
y n+2" 5 y n + l + 5 yn~ y n ~ l 
A , An and A^ a re t he same as "before and o 1 2 
3 = ( y n + 2 '
 5 y n + l




yn " y n - l , w J n + 1 " ^ n
 + y n - l 
y = y + (x - x ) + (x - x ) (x - x ) 
n - 1 n - 1 ' ^ x n - 1 ' n ' ^ 2 A 
+ (x - x n) (x - x ) (x - x _) v n - l / v n / x n+1 ' 
2A 
y n + 2 -
 5 y n + l + 5 y n ~ y n - l 
6A' 
dy y n " y n - l 
dx A 
+ (2x - x - x .,) 
n n - 1 ' 
y n + l - ^ n
 + y n - I 
21? 
2 
3x - 2x( x n + x + x n ) + (x ix + x x T + X nx _v 
v n - 1 n n+1 ' K n n - 1 n n+1 n - 1 n+1) 
yn+2 ' 3 y n + l + 3 y n " y n - l 
6A: 
d-I - y n + l ^ n * y n - l 
- s + 
dx Ad 
6x - 2(x , + x + x , ) 
v n - 1 n n+1 ' 
y n+2"^ y n+l + ^yn~ y n ^ l 
6A5 
Utilizing the relationship 
x - = (n - l )A , x = nA, x - = (n + l )A, x = (n + 2)A 
n - 1 v ' ' n ' n+1 N ' ' n+2 v ' 
d2y _ y n + l " 2 y n + y n - l 
2 ~ 2 
dx* A 
+ (6x - 6nA) 
yn+2 " 3 y n + l + 3 y n " y n - l 
61? 
Evaluating t h i s second d e r i v a t i v e a t x = x = nA* and a t x = x _ 
n ' n+1 
= (n + 1)A 
5) ^<v,--„"^.@ x 
n n+1 
2 ^yn+2 " ^ n + l + *V 
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DERIVATION OF COEFFICIENTS OF A 
SYMMETRICAL SIKTH ORDER POLYNOMIAL 
The coefficients for a symmetrical sixth order polynomial can be 
arrived at in the same manner as that used on the previous pages for a 
second and third order polynomial. Letting y have the values y , y * 
7-t 3 7 i 7-] > 7n> 7^
 at ^ke valu-es of x equal to 0, A, 2A, 3A, hj\? J\9 -J- o -L 2 • j » 
6 h 9 the equation y equals f(x) is derived as followsx 
A ^ - ̂  A ^ " ̂ 2 +
 y
3 A
 y o " 3 y i + 3 y 2 - y 3 
y i ~ 4 y 0
 + 6 y l " 4 y 2 + y 3 y 2 " 5 y l + 1 0 y o " 1 0 y l + *5y2 ~ y j 
\ — ~T^ " <-> A 5 = 
2 ^ 5 120A 5 
^5 -
 672 + 15y-L - 20y Q + 15y 1 - 6y 2 + j ^ 
Ac = 
72QA 
o _ I T F 
7Q~~ 7?: n J-i ~ ^-t/Q "*" y^: -z O O 
y = y + X_^ 2 + ( x * . Ax)_i _ ^ 1 + ( x ^ _ 3Ax^ + 2A x) * 
^ A 2Ad 
yn " 3 y i + 3 y p " y ^ 1+ * ? ? *> _ 1 + y n + 7 y i " 4 y P + y ^ - 2 1 § 2 + ( x 4 - 6Ax3 + U A 2 / - 6A3x) 2 i § 3 
6A3 2 ^ 
, 5 4 2 3 3 2 , 4 N
10yo ' 1 5 yl + 6 y2 "* y3 + (xp - lOAx^ + 35A yP - ^A^x^ + 2^A x) 2 ± ^S J-
120A5 
6 q o L. * * I I Q 5 - 2 0 y + : 3 0 y r 1 2 y +2y 
+ ( x b - 15Ax5 + 85A2x4 - 2 2 5 A V + 2 7 ^ A V - 120A^x) 2 ~ ~ § 2 
720Ab 
This equation "becomes ̂  "with algehraic manipulation, 
kOQy - 675y1 + ^32y - 157y -5Q30y + 8 2 3 5 7 ^ 1 0 % +9^97. 
y = y + x > ~ . 2 + xc- ~ — 
^ 6QA • " 360A2 
38 
+ x 




36Qy - 5hOy1 + 2l6y2 - ^j 6 ~20y + 3 0 ^ - 12y + 2y 
+ x • ' ' + x — i ? 
720A5 720AC 
2£ = 1 
clx A 
J so _ !SW*\ + ^ . 121/A ^+ 1 /*" 
. I 3 9 W *A' 9 W 2v 
X2 l l / x \ 5 . 5 , ^ l / \ 5 r x \ 1 / x x 
6 VA 
* ' -a , f fa-f-f^-?^;^" 12 
+ 
5 15 \ V U f ( f ) 5 ^ ^ 1_ /x' 10 I A 







+ 62^V— f - l + ^Z-Y-Y-
9 VV ^ VV W 6 \A 
2 
> y , 
_ 9 6 ( ^ + 6l(*Y-l/*Y + V^\y 
A A A 
3̂ +2 . , . „ / x \ _ / x \ " ^ /' x" 
+ 
.r%)-%j>6(S) 





The equations on the previous page for the first and second derivative 
of a symmetrical sixth order polynomial are evaluated "below at the seven 
values of x equal to o, A, 2Aj ~5~h} k7\, 5X, and 6A* 
x = o *y = 
dx 
20 135 . 36 157 
— y - —y-, + — y p - -^V, 
3 ° 12 -1 5 60 5 
A, 
d 2 y _ 
d x 2 " 
1 
A2 
25^ , 16^7 
- — y Q + 'y-, -





p + " ^ 
2 180 ^ 
_ • 
X - A, 
dx 
5 , 10 _ 23 2__ 
yQ + y-,
 y p "" y,> 
3 ° 3 x 1 5 * 15 -> 
A, 
m 
s 5 t . 
dx 2 
47 3 31 
- ^ - 3yn y p + — y , 
_18 ° 1 10 2 45 3 
A2 
X = 2A, 3E = 
dx 
it i2 iL i_ y~ ~ y-i - y«o y ^ 
3 ° 12 x 15 2 60 3 
A, 
^ 2 = dx 
10 9 6 11 
- ~ y o " y i + ~ y p " — y ^ 
9 ° h ^ 5 180 5 
A2 
X = 5k, SL = 
dx 
0yQ + 0y 1 + 0y2 + Oy^ A, 
d 2 y _ 
d x 2 " 
49 3 1 
- —y_ + 3y-, - — y 0 + — v , 
1 8 ° -1 10 2 45 5 
A2 
X = 4A, 
dx 
^ L 13 ^ ^ 1 - ~y o + — y 2 + — y 2 - — y , 
3 ° 12 15 60 ^ A, 
- S t . 
d x 2 
10 _ 9 6 _ i i _ 
9 ° 4 x 5 d 180 5 
A2 
X - 5X, S = 
dx 
5 10 _,_ 23 2 
-y y-L + — y p + —y 












X =r 6A, & 
dx 
20 , 135 36 , 157 
— y 0 + - ^ - — y 2 + -^
Ly 3 
3 12 5 £n 2 
60 
A, 





-y2 + ̂ y 5 
180 5 
/V 
FINITE DIFFERENCE EQUATIONS FOR SIMPLY SUPPORTED, UNIFORMLY LOADED 
SQUARE PLATE 
The finite difference equations mentioned on page 10 are shown 
below and on the following page. The finite difference equations at 
the six interior1 net points corresponding to the differential equation 
A d2^ _ 
dx by 
are 
l4Mn - kM. 1 o 
qa /36 
2Mrt + M 2 + M - IJM. = - qa /36 2 3 o 1 **./-' 
2M^ + 2M - h3A = - qa /36 
2M^ + M - hM = - qa2/36 
M + M + M - !)M̂  = - qa2/36 
2M), - %t ' • « - qa2/36 
% 
The finite difference equations at the six interior net points corres-
ponding to the differential equation 
a 2 ^2. w o -w M 
41 
are 
4w., - 4w + M a /36D = 0 
1 o o ' ^ 
p 
2w„ + w^ + v - W_ + Mna /36D = 0 
2 3 o 1 1 ' 
2w> + 2w1 - 4w + M a /36D = 0 
P 
2wi + v , ~ kw- + M^a /36D = 0 
4 1 3 3 
P 
w + v , + w_ - 4w, + Mi a /36D = 0 
2 3 5 4 4 ' 
P 
2w, - 4w + M a /36D = 0 
Assigning the va lues a = 1 , q = 36, D = 3-/36, t h e fo l lowing 






























W Q = .004043
 12 < • —-^ ~ .044208 -~-^ 
l-*3 q& q.a 
M = (2,596l536/36) qa2 = .072115 qa2 
Mx = My = M 
o o o 
1 + v = .046875 qa' 
POLYNOMIAL DIFFERENCE EQUATIONS FOR A SIMPLY SUPPORTED, UNFORMLY LOADED, 
SQUARE PLATE 
The polynomial difference equations mentioned on page 1.1 are 
shown below and on the following page. These equations, corresponding 
to the differential equation 
b2^ d2^ 




- 2 ^ + 2 7 ^ 2 M - £ & + S ^ L . 2 M . . qa
2 ' /56 
90 ° 90 90 ^ 90 ° 90 90 ^ 
2 0 ^ . i tO^ 2 ^ 2 4 ^ 2 7 ^ 2 ^ == _ ^ 
180 ° 180 -1 180 ^ 90 90 90 
2 2 ^ JiSSu + 2 3 ^ 2 0 ^ ^ 2 3 ^ „ . a a 2 / 3 6 
180 x 180 d 180 4 180 -1 180 ^ 180 4 
2 5 ^ _ 27CU _ 27^ _ 2 4 ^ + 270 _ 2J = _ ^ / ^ 
90 ° 90 90 ^ 90 ^ 90 90 -* 
£ 5 ^ 2 ^ - % + * 2 ^ - i ^ , + 21§Mq = - q a
2 / 5 6 
90 90 90 4 180 ^ 180 180 ' 
52^4 - 2 7 ^ _ 2 ^ + 2 5 ^ _ 2 7 ^ _ 2 ^ = _ ^ 2 ^ 
90 ^ 90 90 5 90 ^ 90 90 ^ 
The polynomial difference equations corresponding to the 
differential equation 
2 2 
d w b w _ M 
dx oy D 
The first three terms of each equation represent the partial with 








• w l -
27 
90 











"w2 + V). + 180 
2^5 270 27 ., 2/,/-_, 
—-w + —!—wn - —iw, + M a /36D 
o J. T n 
90 90 90 J 
2k<? 270 27 ., 2 / , ^ 
—^w + -̂ —w - —^i, + M,a /36D 
90 90 90 
200 405 216 .. 2 / ^ 
w 4f + w + M a /36D 















• w 2 -
2 7 . 2^5 270 27 + 2 / 3 6 D 
90 ^ 90 90 ' 3 
200 405 216 ., 2 / ^ w -w, + w + M, a /3oD 













235 270 27. £^2V . £1^ _ £LW + M_a756D 
90 ° 90 90 ^ ' 
a 0 
Assigning the va lues a = 1 , q_ = 36, D = l/36> t h e following 













w = 5.2665207 
w = 4.6IOO678 
wp = 4.038.1481 
w_ = 2.7320420 
3 
wJ+ = 2.3978437 
w r = I .4326153 
WQ = 5.2665207 ^ 
12 
36"(1 - .3") 
• 04437 5 - - 5 
qa 
Mx = 2.6520986 1 + °3 = .047885 qa 2 
° 2 x 36 
DERIVATION OF COEFFICIENTS OF A 
SYMMETRICAL TENTH ORDER POLYNOMIAL 
The coefficients of a symmetrical tenth order polynomial are 
arrived at in a manner similar to that for the sixth order symmetrical 
polynomial. Letting y have the values y , y^, y , y^, y^ yQ, y1, y^, 
7^> 7\ > yq
 a"t "the values of x equal to o, A, 2A, 3A, h~h} 5A, 6A, 7"K, 
8A, 9~h, 10A, the equation y = f(x) is derived as follows: 
j h - y 5 y 3 • ^
+ ^ . y 2 -
 3 y 3 + 3 y 4 - y ^ 
1 = A ' 2 = S? ' 5 = ^ 5 
y-L - % 2 + 6y 5 - kjk + y 5 yQ - 5 ^ + 10y2 - lOy^ + ^ - y^ 
A, = — j - , A = = 
4 2^A 5 120A^ 
-6yQ + l 6 y 1 - 20y2 + 15y^ - 6y^ + y^ 
A(S = ^20?? 
21yQ - 42y 1 + 36yg - 21y3 + 7y^ - y^ 
7 5/O^OA7 
-56yQ + 98y 1 - 6 % 2 + 29y^ - Qyk + y^ 
8 4o,320A8 
126yQ - 210y1 + 120y2 - k ^ + lOy^ - yc. 
9 362,880A9 
-252yQ + k20y1 - 2^0y2 + 90y^ - 20y^ + 2y 5 
A10 
3,628,800A10 
Again using the general formula on page J>h, the equation on the 




I — J 7 2 5 7 6 C / - V 1980576^-^ + 2151+6(X)/-V 125098o/-\ + h^JSof-
400 \ 1 /̂ v ; y VAJ ^ 
/ \ 6 / X \ T / \ 8 
- 93773f-] + 1 2 8 o o p ] - 1070[- W 50 
Vv W \xy 
9 , vio 
KJ VX- ^ 
+ -i < 
3628800 
- 317520000(-j + 861210000/-V 929871600/-^+ 535688580/-
- •l84l99 )+00(-V 3965598o/-J - 53928oo/i]+ 1+1+9820/-^ 
if -©1 -21000f- 1+ 420f- \ I y 1 
— i ^ 20736000c/-V 55008oooo/-\+ 5784288oop\ - 32 466 H+l+o/-
3628800 ^ \Ay \AJ \KJ \K 
+ 109216800/- } - 23128 56op \ + 3H04oo / - \ - 25776op ) 
10 
y, + 12000/=)- 2 4 o / - \ 
- < -102060000[-) + 255555000(-] - 252379800(-\ + 13]+5]+6490p 
528800 (̂  \A/ VJ \A/ \A 
- l+3539300(-j + 8969310/^V 1181+1+Co/-] + 9 7 H o / - V l+50o/-"\ 
+ 9 o(^
1 0 , , 3 
1+ C 2 3 
— J 1+0320000^ V 81360000/^ V 70hk^6oo(-V 31+1+67280/-
3628800 [ \ A / vxy \Ay \A 
+10$2940o/*\ -2086980/4A+268800/- \ -2172o / - \ +100o/ - \ - 2 o / - \ L y. 
W VA/ VV v v W VA 
k6 
+ i — J3628800-10991520P]+137801521-] -9582200/- ] + kiko6io(-) 
3628800 [ \1\J XhJ W \\J 
dy = 1 
dx A 
~irri3Qof-\ +221046/^ -27600/-^ +2190/-^ -100/-^ +2 / -^ 1 y 
— i725760-396ll52/-V6^63800(- ) -5003920p\+2l6595o/-] 
400 I W X\J \KJ W lHOO




3628800 [ U / U y u / 
-920997000J- )+23793588o[- J -377^96oo/-\ +3598560/-] -189000/-^ 
+ .2ooQ
9 |y i 
+ — 1 — i20736oooo-iiooi6oooopVi7352864oop\ -12986^5760/^N 
3628800 [ U / \y \ v 
+5^o8^ooopVi3877 i36o / - j+21772800 / - ] -2062080/^ ] 
+ 1 0 8 0 0 0 ^ -2400p j I y 2 
+ i J -102060000 + 5HHOOOOf-V7 57139^0/- )+538185960(~] 
3628800 1 \A/ \A/ W 
/ \h / \5 / \ 6 / \J / \8 
-217696500/-)+53815860/-] -8290800/- \ +776880J-] -40500/- \ 
+ 900(-^ ^ y 
VA 
i < 40320000-l62720000/-\+21l336800(- ] -I37869I20/-] 
3628800 [ \y Xk) W 
+5264700op ) -12521880/-^ +1881600/-\ -173760/-^ +9000/-^ -20o/-)L 
47 
; . + — 1 J -10991520+27560301/2X287^6600/2^ +1656 21+1+0(2 \ -5856900/^^ 
3628800 I \XJ \A/ W W 
+1326276(2^ - 1 9 3 2 0 0 ^ + 1 7 5 2 0 / ^ -90o/2\ +2o/2\ 
d x 2 A2 ll+l+OO 
— J -396ll52+l29276oo(-Vl50ll76oj /-] +8663800)-
-i+oo [ W \A/ \ \ 
-28l3l9o[- ] +53T6oo/^\ - 5 9 9 2 O / ^ \ + 3 6 O O / 2 \ - 9 0 / ^ 
+ i J 1722^20000-5579229600p\f 6^28262960/-^ -3683988000/^ 
3628800 [ W \KJ \A/ 
+11896791+00/2^ -226^97600/-] +25189920/2 j -151200o/2\ +37800/^ \ >y. 
+ i 1 1100l60000+3^70512800pV 389 59 3728o/2^+2l84336000/2\ 
36288OO l U / \A/ \A/ 
-693856800/2^ +130636800/"-] -ii+l+34560/2^ +86i+OOo/2\ -21600/-] 
.+ i — J 5iiiioooo-l5l ]+2788oo/2Yi6l455T880|^\ -870786000/^ 
3628800 [ \hj W \K) 
•+269079300/- ] -4971+1+800/-^ +5^38160/-^ -324000(2 ) + 8 l o o / 2 \ • 
+ i J-I62720000f4226736oo/-V4l360736op^+210588000/-
3628800 [ VA/ VA/ V 
-62609^00/^ +ii2896oo/'2\ _i2l632o/2\ +72000/2^ -1800/2) I j k 
< 27560304-57^93200(2yii9687320/2] -231+276oo(2\ +6631380/2^ 
3628800 
-1159200/2 j +12261*0/-\ -7200 / - j + l8o /2 \ 
1*8 
The equations on the previous two pages for the first and second deriva-
tive of a symmetrical tenth order polynomial are evaluated below and on 
the next page for the eleven values of x from zero through IDA. 
X = o, 
dx 
X = A, 
dx 
X = 2A 
dy _ 
dx 
= 50 -yQ - 87 iy-L + 57 -y2 - 28 \ + 11 iy^ - 3 ^ 73 
._6 2-y + 11 iy - 8yp + 5 V . - 1 — y , - — y , 
10° 5 1 2 7 J 630 4 ^5 5 





 3 21 120 
x = 3A, f£ = 
dx 
x - 4X, & = 
dx 
x = 5A, SL -
dx 
x = 6 A , ^ = 
dx 
x = 7A, dy 
dx 
n 1 „ 1 n 1 3 7 1 - 1 — y + 2 -y - 1 y - ̂ -y + -i-y. y 











0yQ + 0y1 + 0y2 + Oy^ + 0y^ + Oy^ 
r n 1 91 8 3 2 1 
- 1 -yn + —y-, + — y P - — y , + — y h y. 
5 105 21 56 315 2520 ? 
x . S A , ^ , 
dx 
= 9X, S = 
dx 
x == 10A, & 
dx 
n 1 ^ 1 -.' 1 3 7 1 1 _ y 2 -y + 1 y + — y - -i-y^ + — y 
20 3 105 10 ; 252 630^ -* 
n 13 , 1 , 1 , 323 ^ 1 
- 1 ~ y Q + 3 -y2 - 3 -y2 + 1 --%. + — y 4 - — y , 15 84o
 J 21 120 
601 . 4 
6 1-y - 11 iy + 8y - 5 -y. + 1 — y u + 
10 ° 51 2 7 3 630 4 63  45 
- 50 -yn + 87 iy. - 57 -yQ + 28 iy - 11 iy, + 3 ~^-yi 
5 2 7 8 ^ 9 2520 ' 
x = 0, 
dx2 
-275 — y + ^ %, -303 iiyp +140 i2-y, -kh S y +7 i^21y, 
25 ° 72 •"• 65 2 112 3 65 4 8400 ' X 
x ss A, < & . 
dx2~ 
i9 m7 54 * y + 2 2 M y 9 ^ + 1 5 8 5 + m 
200 45 315 35 ^ 2 5 2 0 ^ 525 p A 
x = 2A, < U -
dx 
x = 3A, 
dx 2 
,2 
-3 SW0+5 ^ - 2 
225 120 
26 ^7.57 289' 809 
y -^-i-y + - ^ y . y 
105 5o4o ̂  315 25200 ? A 
109 31 . 13 -, 33 
200 90 315 i4o J 
223 A 29 
— y ^ + :r—y5 
2520 6300 -> 
A< 
X a 4\, ^ = 
dx 
* = 5A, 1 | = 
dx 
x = 6A, i ^ = 
dx 
x • 7A> £-| » 
dx 
1 ̂ 0 - 2 ^ y 1 + i ^ y 2 - 2Ly. + ̂ - -^-y 0 360 1 315 560 - •"- 4 105 25200 
-2 
25 
1669 _ 1 10 _,_ 5 5 ^ 1 
— ^ o + 3 ~ y i — y ? + y ^ — y u + — y R 




29 i i L P 2 § Q 173 2 L v u 
1 y -2 — y j + i — y - — y 3 + — V L - „ 5 
25 360 315 d 560 J 105 25200 p 
y 
109 31 « 13 -, 33 223 29 
y o + ^ v 2 — y o + 1 — y * — — y i , + ——y^ 
200 90 315 i4o ^ 2520 6300 •> 
x = 8K,*Z -
dx 
,2 
x = 9A, 2 L Z S 
dx 
x = 10A, i -g =* 
dx 
x 68 _ 73 o 26 -3 y +5 i ^ - y 1 - 2 y -
225 n~~ ""^ 
2520 
4757 ^ 289. 
y 
120 * 105 ^ 50kQ 3 
809 
y* + — y ^ — — y ^ 
515 25200 ? 
179. 28 188 22 583 19 — y n - 3 4 - ^ + 2 2 — y . 9 — y , + i 









25 72 63 112 63 8400 
•y ( 
J 
POLYNOMIAL DIFFERENCE EQUATIONS 
FOR CHAPTER IV CANTILEVER PLATE PROBLEM 
The equations following are those indicated on page 13, and are 
derived using the coefficients from Tables 5 and 6. The same constants 
as mentioned in Chapter II are substituted for the parameters in the 
equations to permit solution "by digital computer, namely 




i s t M i l 20CLT 405TT ^ 2l6_T 11 TT 1 of [1] U U + U U 
180 ? 180 ± 180 a 180 a 
832l6TT 141330TT 5664a 2387^ . 23120Tr 809 TT n u^+ u u u + u u = 0 
25200 25200 J 25200 25200 25200 25200 
-80^35Un - 56640U + 141330U, - 83216TJ, + 28000U + 30240U 
1 2 3 4- 5 a 
+ 23120U - 809UF - 15^0UQ ; « 0 
2 * 0f [!] i ^ J!2L + S ^ . iLn 
180 b 180 d 180 D 180 p 
+ 6 8 6 ^ i ^ . 2572^ 15570^ l i r . . J l ^ = Q 
12600 12600 ̂  12600 12600 12600 12600 
a 
155701^ - 5^070U + 434ou + 686m + i4ooou6 + 15120U 
-1115UB + 58UF - 7T0Up = 0 
3 * of [1] ^ U - ^ U + ^ j - i i - U 
180 T 180 3 180 c 180 7 
+ 5830^ 73^30 3 9 0 ^ 436^ ^80 - ^ J = Q 
25200 25200 * 25200 25200 25200 25200 
51 
3 of [1] -U365U + 390^01^ - 130130UV + 38301JU, + 28000U- + 30240U 1 2 3 4 f c 
+ k&OU^ - 291L, - 15^0U = 0 
B F 7 
, t h _ r n l 200T T ^05 T T 2 l 6 T T 1 1 TT 4 of [1] Uo 4J.+ U, U 
180 ° 180 ^ 180 d 180 b 
_ 3 6 8 8 ^ 4 2 0 0 ^ _ 6 0 0 0 ^ + 1 0 0 0 ^ _ J ^ _ ^ u = 0 
12600 12600 5 12600 2 12600 -1 12600 12600 
1000U1 - 6000U + 42000U - 65233U^ + l4000UQ + 15120U 
- 125UB + 8UF - 770U6 = 0 
!»* of [2] 2 3 5 U c r 2 S b - ^ U + ^ U 
90 ^ 90 90 a 90 
. 8 3 2 1 ^ + 1^1330u _ 56640n _ 2 3 7 8 ^ + 23120u _ 809 u = 0 
25200 d 25200 c 25200 b 25200 a 25200 C 25200 G 
- 7 5 6 0 0 ^ + 658OOU - 313^5U - 56640U + 141330U - 832l6u d 
+ 23120U- - 8091L + 17360U = 0 
<?*• of [2] m,- m,. \ + & 
90 90 90 90 p 
+ 686? + i t 5 ^ . 25720 1 5 5 1 ^ . i i l L y _ ^ _ . 0 
12600 d 12600 ° 12600 12600 a 12600 ° I26OO ̂  
- 37800U + 32900U^ + 1557ou - 29500U-b + kj>houQ + 6867Ud 
- l l i w + 58tr + 868ouQ = 0 
G CJ- p 
52 
3 * of [2] mj- 222n- ?hj + % 
90 ' 90 ^ 90 c 90 7 
+ 5830^ 7 3 ^ + 3 9 0 ^ ^ ^ + J ^ _JQ = Q 
25200 25200 C 25200 ° 25200 a 25200 25200 G 
- 75600U + 6580OU - ̂ 36 5U + 390̂ -OÛ  - 80990U + 38304U 
+ 4801L, - 29Û  + 17360U = 0 C G 7 
^ o f [ 2 ] 255„ 2I2„ 2Zu + &U 
90 90 90 d 90 
_ 3688^ 4200^ _ 6oon 1000^ _ J £ 5 . + _£„ = 0 
12600 d 12600 c 12600 12600 a 12600 12600 G 
- 37800U]+ + 32900UQ + 1000U& - 6000U + 42000Uc - 4o663Ud 
- 125U. + 8U + 8680UR = 0 
0 Lr O 
5 ^ o f [ 2 ] 2 0 ^ ^ 2 ^ 11 
180 A 180 B 180 ° 180 ̂  
+ £50677 ^62h0 2Qk720 121320 - + 15515 66^_ = Q 
12600 12600 * 12600 2 12600 12600 12600 
- 121320U1 + 28V72OU - 436240U + 250D77UJ+ + l4000UA - 12835UB 
+ 15120UC - 770UD + 6648UF = 0 
6th of [2] Z&J.- Z \ - 2up+ ^n 
90 90 90 90 
+ £5067^ lt362li0u + 284720 121320^ + Igglg^ 66^. = Q 
12600 12600 ° 12600 12600 a 12600 12600 
- 121320U + 284720U - ̂ 36240Uc + 250677Ud + 32900UA - 37800UB 
+ 11735Un + 86801L, + 66kS\Jn = 0 
U D (i 
1 s t of [3] 25.2U - 8 0 ^ 5 ^ - 5664ow2 + i4l330w - 8 3 2 1 6 ^ + 28000w 
+ 30240w + 2 3 1 2 0 ^ - 809wT1 - l'^Ow = 0 a B F ' Q: 
2 n d of [3] 12.Gu + 15570w1 - 5^070w + 43
ii-Ow + 6 8 6 7 ^ + l^OOOw. 
+ 15120wfe - 1115wB + 58wF - 77OV = 0 
3 of [3] 25.2U - 4365^ + 39040w - 13013OW, + 38304w, + 28000w 
+ 302̂ -Ow + kQOw - 29w - 15^0w = 0 
^ t h of [3] 12.6U, + lOOOw - 6000w2 + 1+2000W - 6^233^^ + l̂ OOOWg 
+ 15120W, - 1 2 5 ^ + 8V_ - 770vr = 0 a a r o 
1 s t of [h] 25.2U - 7560OW. + 6580OW - 3 1 3 ^ - 566kOw + l4l330w 
8 , JL p S, D C 
- 83216V, + 23120w_ - 809wn + 17360w = 0 
2 n d of [k] 12.6u. - 37800wn + 32900w^ + 1557OW - 29500w. + kjkOw 
D <£ O a D C 
+ 6867V, - 1115vn + 58w^ + 8680wa = 0 a L Q p 
3 r d of [k] 25.2U - 75600w2 + 65800w_ - 4365V + 3904ow, - 80990w c 2 [ a D c 
+ 3830W + 480vc - 29w + 17360W » 0 
4 t h of [4] 12.6U - 37800w^ + 32900wQ + lOOOw - 6000wb + i+2000wc 
- 4 0 6 6 3 ^ - 125vn + 8wn + 8680wft = 0 
a U U- o 
5 t h of [4] 12.6U - 121320w1 + 284720w - 4362IJOW + 250677w^ + l40O0wA 
- I2835w_ + 15120wn - 770v^ + 66h&w„ = 0 
6 t h of [k] 12.6u - I2l320w + 284720w - 43624ow + 250677^ + 32900w 
\j cl D C Q_ XT. 
-37800w_ + 11735vn + 8680w^ + 66h£wn = 0 
JJ U JJ (j 
^ 
-.st ^ TC1 _ T T 2^5 270 27 2 1 of [6] .001U -w + — — w -w + — v 
-> 90 -> 90 90 a 90 
83216 1*0330, 566**o„ 23785W _, 23120,, 809 „ n 
w + w w^ =w + w - w = 0 
25200 25200 ' 25200 25200 p 25200 25200 
25.2U + 75600w1 - 92385w - 566^0w6 + 1^1330w - 832l6wQ 
- 756OW + 23120w. - 809w„ + 56CW = 0 
3, A Jii Cx 
2 n d of [6] .OOIU,- ^ w , + ^ - • * L + ^ 
6 90 6 90 2 90 b 90 P 
6867 , ^ 0 . , £5720 15510 _ 1115 v . 58 _ 
+ ~ — V Q + ———-w - —— w£/ q a ' " • • ' V-n, = u 
12600 12600' 12600 12600 5 12600 12600 
12.6U£ + 37800w + 15570W - 60020W. + 43I1OW + 6867wg - 3780w^ 
-3115V. + 58wE + 280w = 0 
3 r d of [6] .001U7- ^ 7 + 2 9 , 3 , + £ ^ 
' 90 ' 90 ^ 90 ° 90 7 
+ 58304 73*130,. , 390J+0 1+365 v , i i § C _ 29 „ _ n 
25200 25200 ' 25200 25200 ^ 25200 25200 
25.2U„ + 75600W- - 4365w_ + 39040w> - l^OoOw^ + 3830%o 
7 3 5 o ' 7 o 
- 756OW + 480w. - 29w_ + 56OW = 0 
c A E 7 
** of [6] .001U8- J 2 ^ - SL + ^ 
90 90 90 90 
36883 ^2000 6000 , 1000 125 , 8 
- - =%o+ V =Ŵ + W V.+ W a 0 
12600 12600 ' 12600 12600 ^ 12600 12600 
12.6Uo + 37800w, + lOOOw - 6000w6 + ^2000w - 7II83W0 
- 3780w, - 125w. + 8v„ + 280wft = 0 & A E 5 
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5 
.th of [6] .001U- —wA+ 2I2w - -^wn+ ^-w., 
A 90 A 90 B 90 C ™ J 
250677 
+ • — - — — i 
90 
:D 
^ u ^ u >>u 5 
436240 284720 121320 , 15515 , 6648 
• • • ^ Q " W + W > •" — V + W.H W 
12600 12600 ' 12600 12600 ' 12600 12600 
12.6u. - 121320w + 284720^ - kj62kOw + 250677VQ - 18785^ 
+ 37800w_ - 3780vrn + 280w^ + 6648w_ = 0 
ii L> D ih 
= 0 





83216 141330 56640 23785 23120 
_ ^ " ^ ' ' "W - —~——"W, - . •'. . !\f + "Wp 
25200 25200 c 25200 25200 a 25200 
= 0 
25.2U - 58251.2w- + 98931 .w - 39648 .v - 16649.5w + l6l84.w 
cl C O D Q L* 
- 566.5w_, = 0 
G 
2 n d of [7] .OOIU^ + .7 
, .58 + — -w, 
12600 G 
6867^ . 4340 25720,- . 15570, 1115 v 
12600 d 12600 ° 12600 b 12600 a 12600 ° 
0 
12.6a + 48o6.9w + 3038.w - 18004.V, + 10899.w - 78o.5w~ D d c D a u 
+ 4o.6wn = 0 
rfl 




j£304 73430„ . 3 9 0 ^ , M L , u. ^ ° 1 T 
25200 a 25200 25200 25200 25200 
= 0 
25.2U + 268l2.8v - 5l4oi.w + 27328.w - 3055-5w +• 336.v 
- 20»3wn = 0 
(jr 
56 
hth of [7] .ooiud + .7 
-v 
12600 G 
36883 ^2000 6000 1000 125 
c\+ V "V-h+ W ^Tn 
12600 12600 ° 12600 12600 a 12600 
= 0 
12.6u - 25818.lw, + 29^00.-w - 4200.W. + 700.v - 87.<jwr d d ^ c b ' a C 
+ 5.6V- = 0 
(i 
5 t h of [7] .001UB + .7 
200 ^05 216 11 w *w+ w w 
180 A 180 * 180 L 180 ^ 
= 0 
.18U + li+0.wA - 283.5^ B + 151.2w - 7.7wD = 0 
6 ' t h of [7] .001UC + .7 
250677 4362^0 281+720 121320 —«———-w - • • • w + , —-w - w 
12600 12600 c 12600 12600 a 
15515 6 6 ^ 
12600 C 12600 G 
= 0 
12.6u c + 1 7 5 1 + 7 3 . ^ - 305368.-w + 19930^,w - 8^924.w 
+ 10860.5vn + ^653.6V- = 0 0 u-
7 r j h of [7] .001UC + .7 
235v 270 27 62 
90 90 90 ° 90 
= 0 
.09TJL + 164.5w. - l89.w_ - l8 .9wn + h%kw- * 0 
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The equation following is the fortieth equation added as mentioned 
on page lh. The equation is the polynomial difference equation setting 
My equal to zero at point A. The differential relationship is, as shown 




= - U 
and the polynomial difference equation corresponding to this is 
,ooiuA+ .7 
2^5 270 27 2 
WA + WlT V " ~~"^ 
90 A 90 90 90 
.09UA - 171.5^A + l89«vB - l8.;9vc + l.4w « 0 
First of group [8] 
15 15 15 
j + — u 
 d 15 & 
6000 
w Wfi+ 




- .7(iooofa/l ^ ^ w f l + M2°2tf . 
1 5 ^ 12600 ' 
50 / 36883 42000„  
w + w 
15 ̂  12600 12600 ^ 
. 23 / 36885 42000^ 
+ —— - ————w + • w -
15 y 12600 12600 ° 
2 / 36883 ,_ ̂ 2000 + __ At + — w _ , 









w, + b v . 
12600 a 
6000 1000 
v + — — 
-w,+ ~"T~VAH 
12600 
— L w + —^_¥ 
12600 12600 j 
1000 125 
v - — — — 
-W.-f 
W'n+ — w 
12600 a 
-—w + w 
12600 12600 
-w_+ . Tfl -
12600 D 
= 250 
i+50UQ - 90oui| + 4i4ud + 36u& 
+ 922075w - 1050000w + 150000wg - 25000w + 3125w. - 200w 
- I844l50w, + 2100000V7 - 300000W + 50000w - 6250w + ̂ 00wF 
+ 848309vr - 96600OW + 1380OOW - 23000w + 2875w_ - l8kwn a c "b a u G-
+ 73766wc - 84000w + 12000wo - 2000w + 250w_, - l6w„ = 6750O' o 7 p u U n 
Second of group [8] 
2 ^ 5 ^ + 25u + _^j 
15 ' 15 " 15 c 15 r 
^ - , , W N \
 25/38304 73^30 390^0 4365 480 29 \ 
- .7(1000) Z4ld-^—Va- [J J V + ̂  w - " - ^ + ¥ £ _ w \ 
15V25200 25200 ' 25200 25200 ? 25200 25200 ) 
50A8304 73430,, . 3904o„ 4365 „ . 480 29 \ 
^a , <•—•*»-f —»—»—1| i .1 i. X T . H a ' ' * ' 'W T — ^ ^ ^ * M —* <MT * • — » — — ^ • • i u F J - 1 >i « ^••.^••lUT H ) ill iW^ 1 
15x^5200 25200 5 2520a 2 25200 1 25200 B 25200 y 
4. 23/38304 73430 + 59040„ 4365 . , 48o w 29 \ 
15\25200 25200 c 25200 25200 a 25200 25200 y 
+ 2/38304w 73430^ + 32040v i e ^ L + J £ o ^ 9 j \ 
15\25200 25200 r 25200 p 25200 25200 25200 y 
900U - 1800U^ + 828U + 72U 
7 3 c 7 
- 957600WQ + l835T50w - 976000w£ + 109l25vc. - 12000w + 729wE 
+ 1915200w^ - 367150OW + 1952000w - 2l8250w1 + 24000wB - l450wF 
- 880992w„ + 1688890W - 897920K + 100395w - 11040* + 667V-
d c D a L. CJ 
+ 76608W + l46860w - 7808OW + 873OW - 960w + 58v = 0 
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Third of group [8] 
25TT 50TT , 23TT u 
15 P 
r ? r i m n J 2 ^ / 6 8 6 7 , T . i t^O 2572C) 1557C) 111$ „ . J 8 \ 
- ,7^1000) Wa+ W W^+ W 1 V.+ V 
15\126OO 12600 ' 12600 D 12600 ? 12600 12600 7 
$0/6867 it2^0 25720„ 15570 1115 Tr . J8 \ 
f v + w ^w + v w + w \ 
15V.2600 12600 J 12600 12600 12600 12600 y 
23/6867 , 4340 25720 , 1557c 1115 58 \ 
15 V-2600 12600 c 12600 12600 a 12600 12600 y 
. 2 /6867 Tr ,_ 434o Tr 25720Tr , 15570„ 1XL5 „ . 58 \" + —I w_+ w ws+ v w + w_] 
15\-2600 12600 7 12600 p 12600 12600 12600 7 
J+50U^ - 900U + kL4u + 36U 
- 17l675UQ - IO850OW + 6iO000vr£ - 38925OW + 27875^ - 1^50wE 
+ 3^5350w, + 217000w - 1286000vr + 7785OOW-. - 55750^ + 2900w_ 4 3 2 J. a a 
- 1579^1w. - 9982OW + 59156OW - 358HOW + 256^5w • - 1334w_ 
CL C 0 £L 0 Gr 
- 13734wc - 8680w + 51^0wo - 31140 + 2230WL - ll6v_ = 0 
0 7 p OC D xi 
Fourth of group [8] 
Zk 5 ^ J + - ^ J + 2 ^ J 
15 ^ 15 
- .7(1000) 
 5  15 a 15 
2 5 / 832l6„ 141330,, 56640r 23785,, . 23120 809 \ 
— 1- ^f& 7" — £T \ ' ' A" ~~~ TP 
15 \ 25200 25200 ' 25200 25200 ' 25200 25200 y 
• 50 / 83216 141330 56640 23785 23120 809 \ 
15 \ 25200 25200 5 25200 2 25200 1 25200 B 25200 FJ 
. 23 / 83216 141330„ 56640 23785,, A 23120, 809 „ \ 
15 \ 25200' 25200 c 25200 25200 a 25200 25200 7 
4. 2 /^832l6TJ . 141330,, 56640 23785., . £3120 809 \ n 
H l- - 3 ^ + — W - — — — W - — ••—-W + '—W - W 1 = 0 
15 \25200 25200 7 25200 p 25200 25200 25200 7 
6o 
900U_ - 1800U + 828U + 72U 
j X. Q, UC 
+ 2080400Wg - 3533250w + lUl6000w. + 59^625w - 578000w + 20225w 
- 4l6o800w, + 7066500w - 2832000w - 1 1 8 9 2 5 0 ^ + 1156000wB - 4o450wF 
+ 1913968W - 3250590w + 1302720W, + 5^7055"w - 55176OW + l8607w 
CL C D EL U (j 
+ l66432wc - 28266OW + 113280wQ + 4757OW - 4624ow_ + l6lfiw_. = 0 
o 7 p u JJ n 
Fif th of group [8] 
~• " *" U-^-f* ' U "f* {J_ 
1 5 A 15 15 15 
- .7(1000) 25/250677^ 43624o„ , 284720,, 121320,, , 15515,, . 6648 „N 
15 \12600 12600 ' 12600 12600 -> 12600 12600 
50 ̂ 230677„ 43624o„ 28V720 :L21320 . 15515 . 66ij8 N 
15 \12600 12600 5 12600 2 12600 1 12600 B 12600 ̂  
23 /250677 ^362^0 284720 121320 , 15515 6648 
+ —- I "Vfn- V + ' ' ' "W, -W + ' " ' ~^'r,+ 
15 \12600 12600 0 12600 12600 a 12600 1260 
2 /250677 436240 284720 121320 15515 6648 
4. — 1 "W ~ V + •• ¥ f l — ' ••• ••
 ,-JVf+ ^T& V ' 
15 \L26OO 12600 7 12600 I26OO 12600 12600 
-w, 
12600 c 12600 7 
= 0 
450U. - 900U + 4i4u + 36U 
- 6266925^0 + 10906000W - 7ii8ooow6 + 3033000W - 387875V - i66200wE 
+ 12533850^^ - 2l8l2000w + l4236000w - 6066000w1 + 775750W + 332400w. 
- 576557IW. + 10033520w - 654856OW + 279036OW - 356845V - 152904v 
CL C D EL 0 Lr 
- 501354v + 872480w - 569440w + 242640w - 31030w - 13296w = 0 
6l 
Sixth of group [8] 
3969n _ 7 0 ^ + ^ 5 0 ^ _ 
630 d 630 c 630 * 
- .7(1000) 3969/235 *8~ 
630 ^90 
_ 70^6 / 2 3 5 y _ 
630 \ 9 0 7 
30^0/235 
630 ^90 
_ 52^0 /235 
630 \90 5 
+ i231(^235 
630 \90 
3 2 ^ + 1231^ ^6 
630 a 630 L 630 b 
^ £Lr 62 \ 
90 ^ 90 d 90 7 
270 27 62 \ 
90 ^ 90 c 90 y 
270,, 27 62 \ w w + - ^ o ] 
90 90 90 7 
270,, 27 , 6\r\ 
90 L 90 a 90 V 
270 27 62 
90 B 90 c 90 Dy 
56 235. 
630 V 90 •v 90 * 90 90 7 
= 0 
3572.IU - 6350.4u + 4536U - 29i6.u& + 1107.9UQ + 50.^u 
- 6529005wg + ll607120w - 8290800w6 + 53298OOW - 202i+995vA - 92l20vE 
+ 7501^10^ ~ I333581+0w + 9525600w2 - 6123600^ + 2326590vB + 10584ovF 
+ 7501^1w - 133358^ + 952560^ - 61236OW + 23265^7 + 1058W 
- 17225i+6w + 306230% - 2l87360v_ + l4o6l6ov » 5 3 ^ 2 5 ^ - 2h30h^ = 0 
(3 a D H 
62 
Seventh of group [8] 
3 9 6 ^ 1 0 5 ^ .5040 52ji0 1 2 3 ^ ^ 
630 630 ^ 630 630 630 630 
- .7(1000) 3969 /20CU to5w , 216 11 \ [ ¥ Q - Wj + • • V - W ] 
630 \180 ° 180 4 180 a 180 7 
7056 /200 405 216 11 \ - '• J w -w + -v w. \ 
630 \180 ' 180 ° 180 c 180 7 
50̂ 0 /200 405 216 11 \ 
+ - [ W/- -V + W, Wp 
630 \180 D 180 d 180 D 180 7 
_ 32^0 / 2 0 0 v _ _40J^ + 216^ _ 11 \ 
63O \ l 8 0 5 180 1 180 a 180 7 
1231/200„ 405 216 11 \ 
+ —— w ^ + w v 
630 \ i 8 o A 180 * 180 u 180 -y 
56 /200 405 , 216' 11 \ 
+ - w 4r_+ vp v_) 
630 \ I B O * 180 * 180 G 180 7 
= 0 
71^.21^ - 12700.8U + 9072.U2 - 5832.U1 + 2215.8UB + 100.8Up 
- 5556600Vo + 9878I1OOW - 7056000^^ + U53600OW - 1723400V7. - 78^00w 
+ 1125211^ - 20003760V + ll+2881+00w2 - 9185^001^ + 3^89885vB + 158760^ 
- 6001128wd + 10668672wc - 7620^80^^ + 4898880w - l86l272vrc - 84672w 
+ 3056l3v& - 5^3312w + 38808OW - 249^80wQ; + 9^787^ + ^312wH = 0 
The values of the unknowns and the check as computed by the 
digital computer} and the right hand side of the equations for reference 
purposes, are shown on the following pages. The equations are in the 
order presented on the previous pages. 
UNKNOWNS VALUES OF UNKNOWNS CHECK RKS OF EQUATIONS 
u l 
2-37421546 . .-41495424 0 
U 2 
2-^6150031 -1-23675308 0 
U3 
2-56521068 -93942830 0 
\ 
2-5583380^ 22138032 0 




3-13551100 -69024450 0 
U8 3-16953^59 -I-97370539 0 
U'a 2-^2389301 1-26723355 0 
" b 2-15392765 
1 17006855 0 
u 
0 
2 1^531152 -2-40637173 0 
ua 2 95498595 -3-12333255 0 
UA 2-20545537 -3 28961536 0 
UB 
2-21982002 -2-21057129 0 
UD 3 75525598 -2-9340461.4 0 
U F 
3-22164921 -2 12663097 0 
\ 4-37711825 -2 53857883 0 
Ua 2-28841752 -2-18310547 0 
UP 2 43765879 -2 62136229 0 
u 
7 
3 14222960 -3 49925904 0 
U 6 3 77044013 -2 29305992 0 
W l 
-1 11740179 -3 92653071 0 
V 2 
-1 33691164 -2 16459937 0 
W3 
-1 61528525 -3 82015991 0 


























- 1 15002952 
- 1 58933967 
- 1 910001^9 








CHECK B.KS OF EQUATIONS 
-2-28673909 0 
-3 76436695 0 
-3 64926260 0 
-2-12385740 0 
-6-39836254 0 
- 3 31160813 0 
-5 22642754 0 
-6 73625176 0 
5 67499939 675OO 





- 1 56640625 0 
For example 1-15993863 Squals -1-5993863 
-21289384 " - .21289384 
-1-97370539 " - -097370539 
- 3 28961536 " ,00028961536 
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Table 1 . Values of Unknowns U and v as Presented in H o l l ' s A r t i c l e ( l ) . 
P o i s s o n ' s Rat io Equals Three Ten ths . 
Net U w Mx My 
Poin t 
8 -,^9672P -.^9672P -.01498P 
7 -o37352P -.37352P -0O378OP 
6 -.22672P -.22672P -.06802P 
5 -.1260OP -0I260OP -.11206P 
A -o0^992P -,0i+992P -,1^902P 
k - .1309IP n06209Pa2/N -.2171^-P .04696P 
3 -.158U7P o04669Pa2/N -.16670P -c03931P 
2 -.13089P 60283^Pa
2/N - 0 11I477P - .05539? 
1 - . 0 8 6 3 ^ 801575Pa
2/N -0O778OP 003^te> 
B -.0^9^8P ,0062^-Pa
2/N -o06U32P 
d .29002P ,l8773Pa2/N 0 •37703P 
c .001^3? ol359^Pa2/N 0 .00186P 
b -.05205P 008364Pa
2/N 0 -.06766P 
a -0O39OOP o0^993Pa
2/N 0 - .0507OP 















Table 2 . C a l c u l a t i o n of Bending Moments Mx and My Using Values of 
D e f l e c t i o n , w,, from Holl. 's A r t i c l e ( l ) 0 P o i s s o n ' s Ra t io 




o w/ox c3 w/c)y
c 
8 2( . 06209) = .121+18 
7 2(00^669) = .09338 
6 2( .02834) = .O5668 
5 2( .01575) = .03150 
A 2( .00624) = .0121*8 





d .34445+. .06209-2( 0 18773) =-03108 
c .22534+-.04669-2( .13594)=.00015 
b . 133364-,02834-2( ,08364)=-.00558 











2( cl359i+)»2( ,18773) —.10358 
.08364+.l8773-2( 01359^)=-=00051 
.04993+ 0,i3594-2( 008364)=.01859 
.03015+--.08364-2( o04993)=o01393 
"w and w equal zero and Holl has assumed w equal to zero both 
here and in the last equation of group [8]. 
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Table 2, Cont'd. Calculation of Bending Moments Mx and My Using Values 
of Deflection, w, from Holl's Article (l)° Poisson's 
Ratio Equals Three Tenths. 
Net V @ 
Point = .30 
0 






8 .037254 0 .12418 .037254 -049672 -.149016 
7 .028014 0 .09338 0028014 -.37352 -.112056 
6 0017004 0 .05668 .017004 -022672 -.068016 
5 .009450 0 .03150 0009450 - D.i26oo -o0378 
A .003744 0 .01248 .003744 -.04992 -.014976 
4 c019065 -.00924 .05431 -.011735 -.21724 004694 
3 0012768 -.OOO885 .041675 ,009818 -.16670 -o039272 
2 .008088 .001728 .028688 =013848 -0114752 -o055392 
1 .005529 .000924 .019354 0008609 -.077416 -.034436 
B .005301 -.00159 0016080 .000001 -.064320 -0000004 
d .009324 -.031074 .000006 -.094256 -.000024 .377024 
c .000045 -.000153 -.000003 -.000465 0000012 .00186 
b -.001674 .005577 -.000003 .016916 0000012 -0O67664 
a -.001254 0004179 -.000001 .012676 .000004 -o050704 
Table 3= Comparison of Coefficients of nU" and "v" 
S o l u t i o n 1 2 3 
Coef f i c i en t s of "U% U = c o e f f i c i e n t 
4 5 6 7 
x P 

















- .15091 - .12600 - ,22672 
- ,11650 - .05695 - . 19121 
- .11910 - .06985 - .19795 

















S o l u t i o n c a A 
Coef f i c i en t s of MU", U « c o e f f i c i e n t 
B D F G 
x P 


















-,01456 .02093 - .07403 
-.02176 .02513 - .06123 
















Q ^ l n + T ^ n 1 d. 3 
Coef f i c i en t s of " v " , w = c o e f f i c i e n t 
4 a D c 
x Pa 2 / t l 

















,06209 .04995 .08364 
•06o45 .02529 .07027 
.06077 .02999 .07284 

















So lu t i on D F G 
Coef f i c i en t s of "U% w « c o e f f i c i e n t 
H a p 7 


















.07275 .07993 .13336 
- .05834 - .04093 .11268 
- .05652 .04841 .11667 














— 0 3 
Table 4. Comparison of Values of Maximum Deflection and Maximum Moment of a Simply 






max' ̂  
Exact solution on page 11 and from Timoshenko (l4) 
Finite difference solution with Ax = Ay = a/4 from 
Timoshenko (10). 
Finite difference solution with Ax = Ay = a/6 from 
page 4l. 











Table 5. Sixth Order Polynomial Coefficients (Ref. pg.39 ) 
Coefficient 
Derivative 
yo yl y2 y3 
X 
0 0 0 0 0 
dy -80/60 65/60 16/60 -1/60 A 
dx 
25/15 -50/15 23/15 2/15 2A 
-UOO/60 675/60 -432/60 157/60 3A 
dx2 











-5080/l80 8235/180 -4l0Vl80 949/180 3A 
Table 6 . Tenth Order Polynomial C o e f f i c i e n t s 
(Ref. p g s . 48 and 49 ) 
Coef f i c i en t 
D e r i v a t i v e 









































































































































Figure 1. Cantilever Plate -with Concentrated Edge Load Shoving Axes 
and Net Points as Shown In Hollts Article (l). 
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Figure 2. Uniformly- Loaded, long Rectangular Plate Shoving Axes 
and Net Points 
a 
Y 
Figure 3° Uniformly Loaded, Simply Supported Square Plate Showing 












Figure 4. Comparison of Edge Deflections of Cantilever Plate with 
Concentrated Edge Load 
